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The three experiments reported here compare the effectiveness of natural prosodic and vocal-tract
size cues at overcoming spatial cues in selective attention. Listeners heard two simultaneous
sentences and decided which of two simultaneous target words came from the attended sentence.
Experiment 1 used sentences that had natural differences in pitch and in level caused by a change
in the location of the main sentence stress. The sentences’ pitch contours were moved apart or
together in order to separate out effects due to pitch and those due to other prosodic factors such as
intensity. Both pitch and the other prosodic factors had an influence on which target word was
reported, but the effects were not strong enough to override the spatial difference produced by an
interaural time difference of691 ms. In experiment 2, a large~615%! difference in apparent
vocal-tract size between the speakers of the two sentences had an additional and strong effect,
which, in conjunction with the original prosodic differences overrode an interaural time difference
of 6181ms. Experiment 3 showed that vocal-tract size differences of64% or less had no detectable
effect. Overall, the results show that prosodic and vocal-tract size cues can override spatial cues in
determining which target word belongs in an attended sentence. ©2000 Acoustical Society of
America.@S0001-4966~00!01302-3#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Pn, 43.71.Es@RVS#
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INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the general problem of how lis
ers attend to a particular sound source over time. Cher
original paper on the ‘‘cocktail-party effect’’~Cherry, 1953!
and subsequent work on auditory selective attention
Broadbent~1953! and others~Spieth et al., 1954! empha-
sized the spatial nature of auditory attention. A number
recent papers have studied the consequences for auditio
our ability to direct attention, either intentionally or aut
matically, to a particular spatial direction~Spence and
Driver, 1994; Teder and Na¨ätänen, 1994; Mondor and Zat
tore, 1995; Quinlan and Bailey, 1995!. Auditory attention,
though, cannot be purely concerned with selecting betw
spatially distinct sound sources, since attention is poss
though more difficult, between sources that are not spati
separated. Indeed, there is a variety of demonstration
listeners’ ability to attend selectively to particular frequen
regions ~Scharf et al., 1987; Schlauch and Hafter, 199
Hubner and Hafter, 1995!. For a complex and highly con
strained sound source such as speech, the simple strate
attending to a particular frequency is of doubtful valu
There is a variety of more complex, nonspatial percept
properties of a speech signal that could be used to main
attention across time such as its pitch contour and, m
abstractly, individual characteristics of the talker~Broadbent,
1952! or of the transmission channel~Egan et al., 1954!.
More recently, on the basis of EEG data, Woods and c
leagues~1984! have argued that selective attention to spe
~either silent or with shadowing! is directed not just to a
particular spatial location but rather to the ensemble o
particular location and talker. This paper looks at the eff

a!Electronic mail: c.j.darwin@biols.susx.ac.uk
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tiveness of two properties that help to define a particu
talker across time: prosodic continuity and vocal-tract siz

In an earlier paper~Darwin and Hukin, 1999!, which
was primarily concerned with the use of spatial cues such
interaural time difference~ITD! in auditory grouping and
selective attention, we showed that listeners could use dif
ences in ITD of a few tens of microseconds~ms! to decide
which of two synchronized target words came from one
two simultaneous sentences. The sentences were spoke
monotone by the same talker, and were resynthesized t
accurately on a constant fundamental frequency (F0). Some-
what surprisingly, we found that listeners made very lit
use of F0 continuity in doing this task. Differences inF0

between the two sentences of up to four sentences had
little influence on listeners’ preferences. When the two s
tences had the same ITD, listeners showed little prefere
for the target word on the sameF0 as the attended sentenc
when the target words were cross-spliced they continue
report the target word that shared spatial location with
attended sentence, tolerating anF0 jump during the target
word. Such ineffectiveness ofF0 continuity was surprising
since previous work using rather different paradigms h
shown that continuity of prosody or just ofF0 could be use-
ful in assigning speech across time to the same or to diffe
talkers ~Darwin, 1975; Darwin and Bethell-Fox, 1977!.
Speech separation algorithms had similarly found continu
of F0 to be useful~Parsons, 1976; Weintraub, 1987!.

The first experiment in the present paper uses a sim
task to that used in the earlier paper to investigate the ef
tiveness of natural~rather than monotonous! prosody, and
uses resynthesized speech to compare the effectivenessF0

and level changes produced by varying sentence stress.
experiment titrates these changes against differences in
eral position cued by ITD.
970107(2)/970/8/$17.00 © 2000 Acoustical Society of America
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I. EXPERIMENT 1

This experiment first examines how effective the p
sodic cues present in naturally spoken sentences are at
ing listeners to track a particular utterance in the presenc
a second utterance from the same talker. The two sente
could also differ in ITD, and the experiment compares
effectiveness of these two types of cue.

The basic design of the experiment is similar to the fi
experiment reported in our previous paper: the listener h
the same two carrier sentences on each trial, is aske
attend to one of them, and to report which of two targ
words occurs in the attended sentence. The same two ta
words are present on each trial, so the experiment is stro
weighted towards measuring how effective the different c
are at enabling listeners to track a particular sound sou
over time, rather then how well listeners can detect or r
ognize a word.

Unlike our previous experiments, in which the senten
had a monotonousF0 contour, this experiment uses se
tences that are spoken with natural intonation. The sente
stress is placed either towards the beginning of the sent
or towards the end, so that on each trial the two constitu
sentences have globally different intonation contours. T
change in intonation contour affects the way the pitch, a
plitude, and durations of the individual words vary across
sentence. Listeners might be using any or all of these cue
help them to identify which word was spoken as part of
attended sentence. Our paradigm makes it unlikely
rhythmic differences are contributing to listeners’ perfo
mance, since the two target words start at the same time
have similar durations.

In order to assess whether a difference in fundame
frequency~over and above any difference in intensity! is
contributing to the ability of subjects to follow a particula
sentence, we manipulate the overall level of the pitch c
tour. In one manipulation we change the overall pitch le
for the whole of each sentence in order to bring the aver
F0s in the two target words together, and in the other,
move them further apart. If listeners are using theF0 contour
to help them to track a particular sentence, we could exp
them to do this better when theF0 contours are moved apar
and worse when they are moved together. In order to m
tain good speech quality while changing the pitch contou
the speech, we use the pitch-synchronous overlap–
~PSOLA! method of resynthesis. PSOLA is a waveform
based resynthesis method that allows independent manip
tion of the pitch and duration of speech while maintaini
good speech quality. The method was introduced
Moulines and Charpentier~1990! and its perceptual effect o
simple speech-like sounds has recently been evaluated~Ko-
rtekaas and Kohlrausch, 1997, 1999!.

In this experiment, we also vary the lateral position
the two sentences by giving the two sentences of a pair
ferent ITDs—the dominant lateralization cue for compl
sounds~Wightman and Kistler, 1992!. In our previous ex-
periment, using sentences spoken and resynthesized on a
notonousF0 contour, listeners were able to use a small d
ference in ITD to track one sentence over time. Listen
continued to report the target word with the same ITD as
971 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000
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carrier sentence when the target words were cross-slice
that there was a discontinuity~of up to four semitones! in the
monotonous pitch contour. Experiment 1 thus pitted the
fectiveness of prosodic cues against differences in ITD
cross-splicing target words between pairs of sentences
that one target word had the appropriate prosody but
wrong ITD andvice versa.1

A. Stimuli

Two sentences with each of two target words~‘‘Could
you please write the word bead/globe down now’’ a
‘‘You’ll also hear the sound bead/globe played here’’! were
recorded by a male, native speaker of British Engl
~C.J.D.!. Each sentence was spoken in two versions,
with the main sentence stress early in the sentence~on
‘‘please’’ and ‘‘also’’!, and once with the stress late in th
sentence~on ‘‘now’’ and ‘‘here’’ !. These eight sentence
were recorded on DAT tape and subsequently digitized
22 050 Hz. Each sentence was between 2.20 and 2.41 s
Sentences were paired so that a pair contained both ca
sentences, both target words, and both sentence stress
tions ~early, late!. These constraints gave four different pa
ings. Within each pair, minor durational adjustments we
made in order to~i! equate the durations of the two targ
words by adding/removing individual pitch periods fro
their centers, and~ii ! align the onset of the two target word
by adding a short period of silence to the beginning of o
sentence in a pair. The target words started between 1.2
1.3 s from the start of their respective carrier sentences.

TheF0 contour of each sentence was obtained autom
cally using ESPS/WAVES1 software ~Sensimetrics, Cam-
bridge, MA! and checked for accuracy against the wavefor
These original contours for two of the sentences are show
Fig. 1. Three different resyntheses were then made for e
sentence pair using aWAVES1 resynthesis tool~Möhler and
Dogil, 1995! based on the PSOLA method~Moulines and
Charpentier, 1990! which allowed theF0 contours of the
sentences to be increased or decreased in frequency. T
threeF0 conditions were:original, in which theF0 values

FIG. 1. F0 values used for PSOLA resynthesis for one of the four origin
pairs of sentences used in experiment 1. The vertical lines at around
delimit the target words ‘‘bead’’ and ‘‘globe.’’ The open-headed arrow
show the change inF0 to the whole sentence for the together conditio
where theF0 contours for the target words overlap; the filled arrows sh
the change inF0 to the whole sentence for the apart condition.
971C. J. Darwin and R. W. Hukin: Prosody and attention
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were unchanged;together, in which the two sentences’F0

contours were both shifted in order to make the values ofF0

during the two target words similar (F0 contours of the sen
tence whose target word had a higherF0 were shifted down
12% and theF0 contours of the other sentence were shift
up 15%—the symmetry was introduced to maintain qua
of resynthesis!; apart, in which the two sentences’F0 con-
tours were shifted the opposite way in order to make th
values ofF0 during the two target words more different~the
sentence that had the higher-F0 target was raised by 15% Hz
the one with the lower-F0 target was lowered by 12%!.

Two different splicing conditions were generated fro
these resynthesized sentence pairs. Anormal condition
which retained the sentences as described in the prev
paragraph, and aswappedcondition in which the targe
words were swapped between the two sentences of a
Notice that this cross-splicing was doneafter theF0 contours
of the sentence pair had been altered butbefore sentences
were given different ITDs~which was done by the compute
program that presented the sounds to listeners!. Thus, in the
normal condition prosodic cues act in the same direction
the spatial cue to reinforce the choice of a particular tar
word, whereas in the swapped condition, the prosodic c
oppose the spatial cue. Table I summarizes the allocatio
the two prosodic cues~intensity, F0) and one spatial cue
~ITD! in the different conditions of experiment 1.

B. Procedure

The 13 listeners were native speakers of British Eng
aged between 21 and 52 who had pure-tone thresholds w
the normal range at octave frequencies between 125 Hz
8 kHz. They had all taken part in the experiment reported
the earlier paper, which had used a similar paradigm
broadly similar stimuli.

Listeners were tested individually. They were told th
they would always hear the same two carrier senten
which might come from the same or different positions. S
listeners were asked to attend to one of the sentences
seven to the other sentence. They were asked to pres
‘‘b’’ or ‘‘g’’ key according to whether the attended sentenc
contained the target word ‘‘bead’’ or ‘‘globe,’’ respectively
On each trial the listener heard both carrier sentences
both target words.

TABLE I. Allocation of prosodic and spatial cues across the different
perimental conditions.~The vocal tract manipulation is only made in expe
ments 2 and 3.!

F0 Together F0 Original F0 Apart

Normal 1ITD 1ITD 1ITD
0F0 1F0 11F0

1Intensity 1Intensity 1Intensity
~1Vocal tract!

Swapped 2ITD 2ITD 2ITD
0F0 1F0 11F0

1Intensity 1Intensity 1Intensity
~1Vocal tract!
972 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000
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Pairs of files, prepared as described above, were d
tally mixed at presentation with ITDs of 0,645.3,690.7ms
~both sentences were therefore played to both ears!. These
ITDs correspond to 0,61, 62 samples at 22 050 Hz~the
terminology ‘‘61 sample’’ indicates that one of the se
tences led in one ear by one sample, and the other sent
led in the other ear by one sample!. The ITDs were paired
symmetrically, so that if one sentence and target word had
ITD of 12 samples, the other had an ITD of22 samples.
Which sentence of a pair had the positive and which
negative ITD was randomly varied from trial to trial~with
the 0 ITD conditions doubled!.

Each listener thus heard each of 144 trial types~4 sen-
tence pairs32 cross-splicing conditions33 F0-contour
types36 ITD conditions! 5 times to give a total of 720 trials
Stimuli were presented through a Digidesign Protools int
face attached to a Power Mac 7100 which also controlled
experiment. The output of the Protools interface was c
nected to Tucker-Davis PA4 attenuators which were use
set the overall level for the experiment. Subjects listen
over Sennheiser HD414 headphones in a double-walled
booth. The sentences, when mixed at each headphone,
an average level of 68 dB SPL through a flat-plate coupl

C. Results and discussion

Figure 2 shows the percentage of trials on which liste
ers reported the target word that had been originally spo
in the attended sentence~and so had the appropriate proso
for the attended sentence! as a function of ITD. Overall, the
obvious difference between the normal conditions~solid
lines! in which the prosodic cues and ITD work together, a
the swapped conditions~dashed lines! where ITD opposes
the prosodic cues, shows the effect of ITD in opposing
prosodic cues. However, we first examine the power of

-

FIG. 2. Percentage of trials on which listeners reported the target word
had been originally spoken in the attended sentence~chance performance is
50%!. Two sentences were presented at the same time; their interaural
differences could be different and theF0 contours of both original sentence
could be manipulated so as to move theF0’s of the two simultaneous targe
words either together or further apart from their original values. In
normal condition, one of the target words has both the same prosody an
same ITD difference as the attended sentence. In the swapped conditio
target that has the same prosody as the attended sentence has the o
ITD.
972C. J. Darwin and R. W. Hukin: Prosody and attention
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prosodic cues alone by looking at the results from the c
ditions where the ITD was zero~and so the distinction be
tween normal and swapped does not exist!.

1. ITD50

When both sentences are presented with an ITD of z
listeners prefer the target with the same prosody as the
tended sentence substantially above chance~83%! for the
original condition~with the prosody unchanged!. This level
of performance is made possible by the prosodic differen
between the two sentences. Specifically, theF0 contour of
the attended sentence makes some contribution to listen
ability to track the attended sentence; changing the pitch c
tours of both sentences, so that the two target words h
similar F0’s ~together condition!, reduces performance b
14% (t1253.9,p,0.001). This change~produced by a 27%
change in the frequency ofF0) is comparable to the 11%
improvement in performance produced by a four-semito
~26% change in frequency! monotonous difference inF0 in
our previous experiment~Experiment 1, Darwin and Hukin
1999!. It shows that, in the absence of other cues, listen
can use the continuity of a naturalF0 contour to track a
sentence across time, but, like the continuity of a mono
nous F0 contour, it is not a particularly strong effec
Strengthening the prosodic cues by moving theF0 contours
apart does not further increase listeners’ preference.

In the together condition, where there is a little diffe
ence between theF0 contours of the target words, other pr
sodic cues maintain listeners’ preferences well above cha
at 69% (t1254.8,p,0.002). Listeners are probably usin
intensity differences between the target words to achieve
level of performance. Figure 3 shows the intensity conto
of the two sentences of one pair. In the region of the tar
word, the sentence with the late stress is around 10 dB m
intense than the sentence with the early stress.

2. Normal ITD Å0

When the original sentences are also separated by a
ference in ITD, preference for the target word sharing

FIG. 3. Amplitude contours of the two sentences of a pair from experim
1. In this example the target from the sentence with early sentence stre
about 10 dB less intense than the target from the sentence with late sen
stress.
973 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000
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same prosody as the attended sentence increases from 8
0 ms to 93% at691 ms. This change is significant (t12

55.1,p,0.002). Changes to theF0 contour do not signifi-
cantly alter this already very high level of performance.

3. Swapped ITD Å0

Opposing prosodic cues with a difference in ITD clea
reduces the number of trials on which listeners report
target word that has the same prosodic cues as the atte
sentenceF1,12572.9,p,0.0001. This reduction is greate
for the larger difference in ITD,F1,12549.6,p,0.0001. An
ITD of 645 ms is sufficient to counter the prosodic cu
present in this experiment~performance is 50% for the
swapped original condition! and with an ITD of 691 ms
listeners consistently report the target that has the same
as the attended sentence rather than the target that ha
correct prosody. These levels of performance are lower t
in the normal original, zero ITD condition by 36% for645
ms and 51% for691 ms.

Strengthening the prosodic cues by moving theF0 con-
tours apart increases the chance of listeners reporting
target word with the same prosody as the attended sente
conversely, weakening the prosodic cues by moving theF0

contours together decreases it: the total increase in repor
the target with the same prosody between the together
apart conditions is about 18%. The main effect of theF0

manipulation~together, original, apart! is significant in the
swapped conditions when ITD is not zero (F1,12544.7,p
,0.0001).

We can now compare the effectiveness in opposing I
of the natural intonation contours from this experiment, w
the monotone manipulations from our earlier experime
Figure 4 shows how effective different prosodic factors a
in opposing an ITD of691 ms. The score shows how muc
listeners’ preference for the target that had the same ITD
the attended sentence was reduced when the ITD cue
opposed rather than reinforced by the prosodic cue~s! shown

t
is

nce

FIG. 4. The strength of different prosodic factors in opposing ITD is illu
trated by plotting how the percent of reported targets that have the same
as the attended sentence changes when ITD is opposed~swapped condition!,
rather than reinforced~normal condition!, by the prosodic cues listed on th
abscissa. A large percent change indicates an effective prosodic cue. A
date in this figure are from the same 13 subjects. The left-hand bar co
from experiment 1 of Darwin and Hukin~1999!. The next three bars are
from experiment 1 of the present paper; the right-hand bar is from exp
ment 2.
973C. J. Darwin and R. W. Hukin: Prosody and attention
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on the abscissa. A small difference shows that listeners
to follow ITD; a large difference shows that they tend
follow the other cues. The left-hand bar illustrates data fr
our previous experiment, and shows the difference betwe
condition where a four-semitone difference in monotoneF0

is acting with or against an ITD of691 ms. There is very
little ~3%! change, reflecting the weakness of the mono
nous F0 cue. The next three bars illustrate data from t
together, original, and apart conditions of the present exp
ment. Although these prosodic manipulations are insuffici
to override the ITD difference, they exercise a greater in
ence than the monotonousF0 . The together condition is sig
nificantly more influenced by prosody than the four-semito
monotone condition,t1152.47,p,0.02, and the others pro
gressively more different. A 4.6 semitone difference ofF0

between the together and normal conditions produces a
change, and a further 4.6 semitone difference between
normal and apart conditions gives a further 8% change.

In summary, first this experiment has extended, to s
tences with natural intonation, our previous result that a
ference in ITD between two sentences substantially he
listeners decide which of two simultaneous target words
long to an attended sentence. A difference of ITD of691 ms
~equivalent to about612° separation in azimuth! gives a
change of about 50% when opposed to the natural pros
cues.

Second, the experiment has shown that normal pros
changes also help listeners: the prosodic cues natu
present here give a performance that is 33% above cha
Specifically removing theF0 contribution to the prosodic
cues~leaving substantial amplitude differences!, reduces this
figure by 14%, to 19% above chance.

Third, the experiment~in conjunction with experiment 1
of our previous paper! has shown that, for comparable sem
tone differences, a naturalF0 contour is slightly more effec-
tive at maintaining a listener’s attention in the face of
opposing ITD difference than a monotonous contour.

II. EXPERIMENT 2

Both the first experiment in our previous paper and
present experiment 1 used two simultaneous sentences
ken by the same talker. It is substantially more natural
have two different talkers speaking at the same time. G
bally shifting formant frequencies is an effective way of a
tering the individuality of a voice~without changing voice
pitch or fundamental frequency! and corresponds to an alte
ation in vocal-tract length. Individuals with longer voc
tracts have lower formant frequencies; those with shorter
cal tracts have higher formant frequencies. Men and wom
differ on average by about 17% in vocal-tract length~Peter-
son and Barney, 1952!, but an upward or downward shift o
8% in formant frequencies is sufficient to reduce the rec
nition of individual voices to chance~Kuwabara and Takagi
1991!. Although it is technically possible to resynthesi
speech so that only formant frequencies~the resonant fre-
quencies of the vocal tract! are changed, it was simpler~and
allowed better speech quality! for us to change the whole
spectral envelope, so that not only formant frequencies
also voice source characteristics were changed. When th
974 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000
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done, it is likely that formant frequency changes, rather th
changes to the individual characteristics of the voice sou
are responsible for most of the change in individuality~Zhu
and Kasuya, 1998!. It is important to stress, however, tha
the manipulation that we used leaves the fundamental
quency of the voice unchanged: the same harmonic frequ
cies are present as in the original voice, but the spec
envelope that defines the amplitudes of those harmonic
transposed up or down in frequency.

In this experiment, we produced two apparently diffe
ent talkers from the original sentences used in experime
by globally changing the spectral envelope~including for-
mant frequencies! by 615%. For convenience, we will refe
to the change as producing a voice from a longer or a sho
vocal tract.

A. Stimuli

The original sentences from experiment 1 were modifi
to produce two different talkers, with the sameF0 and dura-
tions as the originals but with a different spectral envelo
and consequently a different apparent vocal-tract size.
produce the longer vocal-tract voice, the PSOLA algorith
that had been used in experiment 1 was used together
the programDSP DESIGNER~Zola Technologies! to: ~i! raise
F0 and globally reduce the duration by 15%,~ii ! resample
the file at a 15% higher sampling frequency and then set
playback rate back to the original value~22 050 Hz!. The end
results of these manipulations was to produce sentences
had the same durations andF0s as the originals, but which
had the spectral envelope~including formant resonances an
voice source properties! lowered by 15%. To produce th
shorter vocal-tract voice the opposite manipulations w
made. The resulting voices, although still plausibly natur
were very clearly different individuals, neither of whom
sounded like the original talker.

The sentences were paired as in experiment 1 with
additional constraint that each pair contained one long vo
tract sentence and one short vocal-tract sentence. As in
periment 2, target words could be swapped between the
tences of a pair before the sentences were allocated an
In the swapped condition, the target word that had the sa
ITD as the attended sentence had a prosody and vocal-
size that was appropriate for the unattended sentence.

B. Procedure

The procedure was similar to that from experiment
except that ITDs of 0,645.3, 690.7, and6181.4ms were
used. The longest ITD value was introduced after the fi
four subjects had been run. Again, the ITD manipulation w
made at the time of presentation. The same 13 listeners f
experiment 1 took part.

C. Results and discussion

Figure 5 shows the percentage of trials on which liste
ers reported the target word that had originally belonged
the attended sentence~and so shared its prosody and voca
tract size!. The data from this experiment are plotted wi
974C. J. Darwin and R. W. Hukin: Prosody and attention
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solid symbols; data from the same listeners from experim
1 ~without the vocal-tract change! are plotted as open sym
bols.

Introducing a difference of615% in vocal-tract size
clearly has a large effect; even without a difference in IT
listeners’ preferences are almost 100% when the two vo
differ in vocal-tract size. In addition, when an increasing IT
acts against prosodic and vocal-tract size cues, listeners
a strong tendency to stay with the vocal tract rather than
spatial position. Although there is some significant progr
sive reduction as ITD increases in the swapped conditio
the number of reported targets derived from the atten
sentence, the reduction is small (F2,1657.9, p,0.02 for nine
listeners across three ITDs,F1,12510.3,p,0.01 for 13 lis-
teners on the two smaller ITDs!. Similarly, introducing an
opposing ITD of691 ms only reduces the number of the
targets reported from 98% to 86%. This contrasts with
reduction in experiment 1, which lacked the vocal-tract c
from 93% to 32%. With a larger opposing ITD of6181 ms
~corresponding to a spatial separation of about650°D! lis-
teners still prefer the original target word~that has the same
vocal-tract size and the same prosody as the attended
tence! on 73% of trials.

This experiment has shown that a substantial differe
in vocal-tract size between two talkers produces a powe
cue for selective attention. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the effe
that we have found with our vocal-tract manipulation ha
been substantially larger than those found for our proso
manipulations. However, our vocal-tract manipulation
larger, compared with naturally occurring values, than is
prosodic manipulation as shown in the data of Peterson
Barney ~1952!. Their data shows an average2 female/male
formant ration of 1.17, but an average female/male ratio
F0 of 1.7 ~nine semitones!. Consequently, our experiment
uses anF0 range~9.2 semitones between together and ap!
that is comparable to the average male/female difference
a vocal tract difference~30% between the short and the lon

FIG. 5. Percentage of trials on which listeners reported the target word
had been originally spoken in the attended sentence~chance performance is
50%!. The solid squares show the results from experiment 3 in which
sentences were presented at the same time, one with each of two diff
vocal-tract lengths. In the swapped conditions, the original target word
the opposite ITD, and the other target word has the same ITD as th
tended sentence. Open triangles replot comparable data from experim
without the difference in vocal-tract length. Only nine listeners contribu
data at the longest ITD.
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manipulations! that is at the top of the range of scaling va
ues. Experiment 3 examines the effect of smaller vocal-tr
manipulations.

III. EXPERIMENT 3

This experiment asked how changes to the difference
vocal-tract size between two talkers influence the listene
selection of which word belongs in the attended sentenc
is similar in design to the first two experiments but use
range of vocal-tract size differences with a single proso
condition which are opposed by a single ITD.

A. Method and procedure

The original prosody condition from experiment 2 at
ITD of 691 ms was used together with four more conditio
with changes of vocal-tract size of62, 64, 68, and615%
produced by the same PSOLA andDSP DESIGNERalgorithms
as in experiment 2. As in the previous experiments, for
normal conditions a particular target word had the same IT
prosody, and vocal-tract size as one of the senten
whereas in the swapped condition, if a target word had
same ITD as one sentence, it had the same prosody
vocal-tract size as the other sentence.

Each subject heard each of 80 trial types~4 sentence
pairs35 vocal-tract sizes32 ITD conditions3normal/
swapped! 6 times to give a total of 240 trials. The ten liste
ers had all taken part in experiment 2.

B. Results and discussion

The overall results for the experiment are shown in F
6 as the percent of target words that shared the same pro
and, where appropriate, vocal-tract length with the atten
sentence.

When prosodic, vocal tract, and ITD differences all o
erate in the same direction, listeners perform the task alm
perfectly with scores of over 90% in all conditions. When
ITD of 691 ms opposes the prosodic and vocal-tract cu
listeners report fewer of the targets that have the sa

at

o
ent
as
at-
t 1

d

FIG. 6. Percentage of trials in experiment 3 on which listeners reported
target word that had been originally spoken in the attended sentence. I
normal conditions, one of the target words has the same prosody, vocal
size, and691 ms ITD difference as the attended sentence. In the swap
condition the target with the same prosody and vocal-tract size as th
tended sentence has the opposite ITD.
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prosody and vocal-tract size. With no difference in voc
tract size, the prosodic cues in the experiment are suffic
to give about 54% of the reported target words, which
somewhat larger than the corresponding condition in the
vious experiment. With the largest vocal-tract differen
augmenting the prosodic cues, this figure increases to a
78%. However, most of the change occurs for the two lar
vocal-tract sizes. There is no significant change in per
mance across the 0%,62%, and64% vocal-tract length
differences. Differences from the 0% condition only begin
appear with the68% change in vocal tract with a 9% in
crease in reported targets that share the same vocal tra
the attended sentencet953.2, p,0.01. This size difference
~16.6% between the short and the long! is comparable to tha
between male and female talkers, and so is ecologically c
parable to anF0 differences of around nine semitones whi
gave about a 20% increase in reported targets in experim
2. This increase is somewhat larger than that produced by
68% vocal-tract change, indicating that the apparen
dominant effects of a change in vocal tract in the previo
experiment are due to the unnaturally large vocal-tract s
changes used.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The experiments described in this paper have prese
some new data on the relative roles of spatial cues, pros
cues, and cues to an individual voice in auditory attenti
The experiments have shown that natural prosodic variat
are more effective than a monotonous pitch at overrid
spatial cues in determining which of two possible targ
words belongs with a particular attended sentence. Pa
their effectiveness is due to amplitude differences betw
target words in different prosodic contexts, and part is d
purely to F0 differences. The experiments have also sho
that a difference in vocal-tract size that is comparable to
larger than the average male/female difference can also o
ride spatial cues.

The task that we have used, though having the virtue
simplicity and requiring a minimum of preparatory sign
processing, does not separate out the immediate allocatio
attention from a more leisurely assessment of the wh
stimulus. Listeners were under no time pressure to m
their response and the target word occurred relatively lat
the sentence. Since there were only two response alte
tives, they could also have brought some variety to a rep
tive task by listening to the ‘‘nonattended’’ sentence, thou
because of the symmetry of the stimulus pairings, suc
strategy would not have influenced the overall results. Ho
ever, our own impression in doing the task is that when th
is a substantial change in vocal-tract size in the atten
sentence, the word with the appropriate vocal-tract size in
unattended sentence ‘‘pops out’’ at you. We plan to pur
the questions raised in these experiments by trying to ob
some measure of the allocation of spatial attention in
temporal vicinity of this intrusion and also by testin
whether it still occurs under a task such as close shadow

Although speech separation algorithms have explo
spatial differences andF0 differences between competin
messages, we know of no attempt to exploit vocal-tr
976 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 2, February 2000
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length differences. Although vocal-tract length differenc
would be of limited value in initially separating simultaneo
sounds, they could, along with spatial and prosodic cu
help in solving the problem of source continuity.
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